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Abstract 

Big data infrastructure needs to be structured in the most critical aspects and wisely calculate how large 
data applications are managed in order to achieve the most important security issues required. One of 
them is privacy is a related feature as users can share more and more personal data and content and 
public clouds on social networks through their devices and computers. The previous system have some 
drawbacks, it is not secure the sensitive data storage security of privacy issues in the big data. However, 
the existing encryption system for data cannot protect the access mode, and it can also leak sensitive 
information. To overcome the issues in this work proposed the method Transparent Secure Hashing Data 
Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption (TSHDOPPE) Algorithm for Encryption of data can prevent 
permission to use the unwanted users' associated data storage system of data. Less storage leakage 
overhead and efficiency are proposed. It includes stored in a transparent data protected for data at rest 
and could not leak the Data for data in Transit. Non-relational data storage and protection data storage 
has been a TSHDOPPE algorithm used to ensure the transaction log. In the data used for stored in cloud 
computing, managing user data optimizing the Improved Deep Neural Network (IDNN) is reduces 
difficult and reduces the cost of maintaining data. Unprotected data in Transit or at rest, or vulnerable to 
attacks, companies are also effective security measures that provide protected data with strong data 
protection between the device and the network in these conditions.   

Keywords: Big data, Data Management; Transparent Secure Hashing Data Optimized Privacy Protection 
Encryption (TSHDOPPE); Data Protection; Improved Deep Neural Network (IDNN); Data Rest and 
Transit; encryption. 

1.  Introduction 

Big data processing, data is stored in a large area can store, data extraction and processing a large number of 
cloud environment of large amounts of data, but there will be security problems. In such a virtual machine 
behavior of large enterprises and enterprise data, a machine has access to all the data required in another 
machine. Cloud computing is a computing model, the application is connected to a private or public network 
provided data and file storage dynamically scalable infrastructure system. For example, things, keep track of 
rising targeted advertising and location of the smartphone, and increase Internet use of the collected personal 
statistics, all of the new analysis and services, represent a new opportunity for the health and wellness 
equipment. The collected Data, in many cases, have been included in the fall in the wrong hands would bring 
great harm, personal information about individuals and companies secrets. Crime groups, it is possible to buy 
and sell the personal information people are stolen, have to create an underground market. Intelligence agencies 
of the government, private for all competitive advantage, companies, and government enemy spy and systems 
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have been the target. If this potential harm these organizations can cost millions of dollars, causing serious 
damage to individuals and institutions affected, commercial, recently many of the government targets, is 
evidenced.  

To clarify these examples, new and enhanced security tools allow applications to enjoy big data analytics 
benefits without the risk of such catastrophic attacks, collect and big. Need to protect the system for processing 
data of modern cryptography provides many powerful technologies that can protect the entire data lifecycle of 
big data applications because it is stored in the warehouse where it is collected and processed through analysis. 
Big Data is considered a paradigm for the next generation of computing. Many industries have recently moved 
to big data, so they tend to store data in it, including a cloud of network-denial data. Data security and storage 
security has always been a major issue of information technology. Data is located in a different location because 
it spread worldwide; in the big data environment, it becomes particularly acute. The cloud service provider is 
responsible for providing this data security. Besides, cloud users, because they just protect their data, it is 
impossible to rely on the service provider; there is a responsibility to protect their data. 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1: Big data computing analytics architecture for Data Rest and Data Transit. 

Figure 1 describes big data structures refer to logical and physical structure, are used to indicate large amounts 
of data ingestion, process, stored, managed and accessed. It used to manage large data's and it can analysis tool 
for business purposes, steer data analytics, and it is possible to provide environment which it is used to big data 
analytics to extract business information from other critical data. 

 

The architecture contains four layers: 
 Big Data Sources Layer: In the big data environment, it can be manage both batch processing and real-

time processing of big data sources, such as data warehouse, relational database management system, SaaS 
applications, and internet of things.  

 Management & Storage Layer: it receiving data from a source and it converts the data into a format for 
data analysis tool and store data to its relevant format. 

 Analysis Layer: Analysis tools, extract the business intelligence from big data storage layer.  
 Consumption Layer: Receiving a result from the big data analysis layer, and it presents to an output layer it 

also known as business intelligence layer. 
 

To protect the data at rest, it will be based on the security; there can, in many cases, be lose in security. Data for 
storage device, using a protocol such as regarded as static, moves over the network. It sounds a little illogical, 
but there is a possibility that the move also media data that is stored. For example, ships a large number of 
backup tapes containing sensitive data might carry in a pocket, including a tax form on the car's back seat. The 
content of the customer database, laptop copy or fake flash drive, Deduplication of encrypted Data is a 
promising trend for two cloud storage providers and users. Data deduplication allows Cloud Service Providers 
(CSPs) to save storage space by eliminating copies of the same data. Data encryption can ensure customer 
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confidentiality for both resting traffic and data. However, the data deduplication feature works when it can't 
work well with traditional encryption to detect the same data and provide encrypted data. Encryption of the 
same data using different keys (by different users) will result in different cipher texts, but the CSP cannot 
perform data deduplication. It is deployed on the premises of the cloud service provider called Deduplication 
and forwards holomorphic encryption, with the key Server's help, a plan to allow the encryption and 
Deduplication, and place. In this solution, the user, using the encryption key data of the encrypted data, uses the 
encryption key from the Server through a variety of key management schemes. 

2.  Related Work 

Big data Security provide identity-based broadcast Encryption for polynomial interpolation theorems for re-
encrypted using cipher text receipts commercial broadcasters to provide identity of the data users [1]. Re-
encryption proxy is a valid solution to securely share the cloud data and the receiver. Groups of receivers, the 
shared Data, and the sender must re-generate the re-encryption key for each receiver overhead to the 
transmission side [2]. Cloud service providers that use Hadoop software, providing the popular Hadoop 
analytics platform with service follow-up, the computing infrastructure has been positive to have clusters of 
machines in their cloud [3]. Local use of these products can complicate the local use of cost and similar 
systems, but reduce security considerations, and companies, especially through the data protection basket, can 
use this service emotionally and qualitatively process data. Adaptation and secure Identity-based broadcast 
encryption systems are, in the standard model, equipped with a certain size cipher text [4]. The secret key of the 
size of the public key is linear to the maximum number of recipients [5]. Also, our system is completely rigging, 
has a stateless receiver. Compared to the cutting-edge, program is good, and it has been optimized for broadcast 
encryption [6]. As growing numbers alarming rate of cloud services, more and more service providers provide a 
similar function [7]. 
 

User non-functional attributes required for the service that has been selected, very important, have caused some 
of the big data-related challenges for the search ranking of cloud data that has been encrypted, save Order 
Preserving Encryption (OPE) is a valid tool for inverting the index's encryption relevance score [8] [9]. To use a 
deterministic OPE is the distribution of the correlation score that is revealed in the cipher text. Probability OPE 
called one-to-many of OPE can be combined with the distribution of the plaintext [10] [11]. Tools and Privacy: 
basic expectations for applications using a cloud of confidential and personal data. [12]. There are some general 
approaches to this problem. To do this is to make information theft incidents very difficult. Although customers 
usually have to believe that these policies are actually in use, they are effective infrastructure management 
principles working through cloud service providers. The solution provided by the database system supplier is 
encrypted data, which unfortunately provides a very limited purpose for solving privacy and security issues. 
Due to the complexity of cloud computing's ecosystem, there is a growing concern about the usefulness of the 
Privacy of the cost and data. State-of-the-art encryption methods, but to protect the user's Privacy, exclude the 
meaningful calculation in the encrypted data [13]. Searchable Encryption (SE) such as encrypted search 
technology, because it is designed for use in data types of the same type, such as text or digital, a plurality of 
technologies to a Database Management System (DBMS) 14]. Such an assumption is, has led to such a 
heterogeneous effort integration script, popular design, such as network Internet through the techniques of 
things, accelerate the generation and collection of big data unprecedented scale, and provides an integrated 
infrastructure and smart application [15]. However, as our basic products in the current information age, big 
Data is the key to an important competitive edge in modern business. 
 

Privacy Deep Neural Network (DNN) system saved not only us, to apply the image DNNs without visual 
information, as well as, but the use of separate encryption key for the first time of training and test image can 
also consider it [16]. With the new development of cloud computing, the cloud has become a trend of 
aggregation of big data used to store outsourcing and large quantities of information. Participated in the rich 
value of big data, the machine learning method has been using the ability to adapt to changes in the Data 
because it is in general. Since they are unwilling to share their information, however, the data mining process 
can include the user's privacy issues. Big data, such as a user's interaction in the joint filter's customer 
evaluation matrix with such social network, has an important value for companies and research. As it is       
large-scale, they are not only always maintaining, and require a lot of computing resources [17]. With a wide 
range of deployment of public cloud resources, the owner, to obtain storage and computing scalability, is 
recommended to use the cloud resources. However, the privacy and cloud map has been attracting attention.  

3.  Methodology 
 

A big Data application usually refers to run on large data sets large-scale distributed applications. Data 
exploration and analysis has become a major problem in many time span of big data. Large and complex data 
are difficult to process with traditional data processing applications, the development of its calculation triggered 
large data applications. However, it is a remarkable contradiction between the widespread use of Privacy and 
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big data security and big data. The data collected from structured and unstructured data sources. This 
hierarchical and transformation and data integration, and stream computing machine are stored in different data 
repositories. A different approach is Transparent Secure Hashing Data Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption 
(TSHDOPPE), which takes into account the specific risks of the cloud, expands encryption to hide the data in 
use and a portion of the data in operation, and can perform a large subset of Structured Query Language (SQL), 
including heavy-data related functions, functions and transactions. Using Transparent Secure Hashing Data 
Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption (TSHDOPPE) for TransCrypt conceptualization, design and 
implementation, Which uses a high level of advanced key management scheme for encrypted file system to 
provide security while remaining transparent and easy to use. Improved Deep Neural Network (IDNN) is 
considered difficult issues optimized, such as the super-user account or a trust to avoid privileged user process 
space, and presented their new solution. These enhancements make TransCrypt, in order to prevent a broader 
threat model and solve the existing system in a number data rest and transit. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2: Proposed system for Data Rest and Data Transit. 
 

Figure 2 describes the Web server processes the incoming request and it is recommended that transparently 
decrypt the requested data. In the proposed method TSHDOPPE manages duplication removing process using 
the encrypted data. The appropriate leakage data may be able to instant access to Data that is not encrypted. In 
the optimization using Deep Neural Network (DNN) analysis the feature selection based on the training dataset 
stored in the cloud data server. 

 
3.1 Secure Encryption Method at Data Rest 

Static data refers to the analysis of the collected information from various channels and generated created 
events. From the analysis's conclusions, it will take by the data analysis are divided clearly. Since the 
encryption key's concealment is applied to security and concealment, it is safe to encrypt sensitive data in the 
database. The encryption key is unknown to anyone but does not exist on all the systems. Secure than other 
methods of securing the key that is used to modify more data. For static data, the batch processing method has 
been commonly used. In this case, although there is no urgent need for infrastructure always-on, very large, in 
many cases, there is flexibility required to support a non-structured data set. From the viewpoint of cost, the 
public cloud can be ideally selected. In this case, the infrastructure needs to analyze the data.  
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Steps for Encrypting Data at Rest 
 
Step 1: Data at Rest (Static) 
 Inactive And Not-changing data 
Step 2: Encrypt Elements [], Encrypt Formats [], H-0; 
  If (each Elements. Get Values () = null) 
   If Each Element. Get Values (); 
   Each Formats [H]Each Elements; 
  Else 
   Encrypt Elements [H]  each elements 
   Each Format [H] 
                Each Elements .get Values (“data. Encrypt”) 
                            End if  
Step 3: Data at Rest (inconsistent) 
 Referencing the Inactive data to change 
Step 4: Data in use 
 

Where, H- Variables declaration, some of the Data elements is static and data transit it is possible to encrypt 
data can be read. The data collection process in the mobile is the same as the resting of data, the analysis. 
However, the difference lies. In this case, real-time analysis is due to the occurrence of an event. 

 
3.2 Secure Encryption method using Data Transmission 
 

Data security in Transit refers to the transmission of data security in the cloud. Data in Transit to be very 
sensitive, such as user name and password to move from one place to another, data on the road might be more 
dangerous than the break data. Its purpose is to highlight the major issues related to data security in the cloud 
environment. Large data processing architecture is sent from the user, or other sources collected in a central 
repository, as it is stored in the data can be analyzed. Data must ensure that all the data in a protected manner 
transfer to ensure that it failed to reach the destination and unstable. It is in the prior art and tools Internet 
Protocol security provided by lifecycle stage, and Transport Layer Security for a big data tools standardization 
and dissemination of concern. These issues were divided into three categories: Compared to the traditional 
infrastructure data security issues raised by a single cloud property, up data security data lifecycle calculated 
data storage, transfer and use of the cloud, attribute data security and data security confidentiality, integrity and 
availability. Each category is emphasized in the general cloud computing solutions for data security. Database 
log files from the big event of data from multiple sources data intrusion prevention system security controls 
such as data information. Data security is essential for any organization, must be an encryption key. The 
problem for the owner is to maintain control of his data to another creation. For personal information and 
personal information, car owners must know the personal information is collected to use. 
 
3.3 Optimization using Improved Deep Neural Network (IDNN) in big data 
 

The probability of failure in each category is high, and our recovery mechanism has low performance due to 
fierce competition with the data system and failure unit. However, when use more partitions, need more bits per 
block. These tracks overlap for greater metadata storage. However, these individual partitions are more likely to 
deal with failures. Optimized Improved Deep Neural Network (IDNN) for computing Big Data problem, lots of 
work has been carried out. As a result various types of technologies have been developed. As  the world is 
getting digitized the speed in which the amount of data is over owing from different sources in  different format, 
it is not possible for the traditional  system to compute and analysis this kind of big data for  which big data tool 
is used which is an open  source software. Recent optimization technologies and their applications developed 
for Big Data. To help, choose the right collaboration of various Big Data technologies according to 
requirements. 
 
3.4 Hashing Privacy Protection Secure Encryption Using Data Rest and Transit 
 

Big data applications please refer to its normal work in large-scale distributed applications with large data sets. 
Analysis and data search in the range of big data has become a troublesome problem in many sectors. With the 
continuous increase of large-scale multi-source heterogeneous big data, high requirements for speed of data 
analysis have increased. Use the Transparent Secure Hashing Data Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption 
(TSHDOPPE) algorithm for encryption and decryption of data, with the help to avoid the problem and secure 
data protection of big data, to change the concept of a hash value recommend. TSHDOPPE algorithm less time-
consuming than shown earlier hash techniques for the results to compare the security and time consuming based 
on proposed the system. Optimization the design to take full advantage of the available resources as specified 
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by the application optimization to make full use of the large amount of space or speed available in memory on a 
particular computer. Optimization is to compare a set of selection controls including factors such as efficiency, 
productivity, reliability, life, maximum degree of strength, and use the best strategy to achieve. 

 
Algorithm steps for TSHDOPPE 
 

Input: Data Retrieved for the Server 
Output: Data Information Decrypted using 
 
Step 1: Begin 
Step 2: In the data from the database, sensitive data only read 
Sender Plaintext Information (Using Secure Hashing algorithm) 
Step 3: In the Server-side data at Rest 
Step 4: In the Server, information is used to decrypt for the client 
Step 5: Data at Transit is encrypted 
Step 6: TSHDOPPE using Transparent optimized Secure Hash Key for     decrypting the 

data in the Server to client 
Step 7: Generating the secret Key for encryption of data message 
Step 8: Store in data set big data storage. 
Step 9: Encryption of the basic data. 

TSHDOPPE algorithm of applications clouded the big data to implement the     
encryption. 

            The private key decrypts the public key to encrypt the data. 
Step 10: Information that is guaranteed by the hash structure is stored on the Server. 
Step 11: Stop 

 
Where, TSHDOPPE - Transparent Secure Hashing Data Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption, Data is 
protected information stored in the big data is received from the Server, because there is an information data of 
the database. It is divided the original of data in the vertical and horizontal directions to learn to use a hash 
function. Decrypting of information from the server is processed by the transparent algorithm. 
 
4. Experimental Evaluation 
 

The hash function provides an improved size and performance to produce results on the improved security. First 
of all, it is a basic modern security model. Also, it is used to convert a substantial amount of random 
information into small, fixed data. Also, the Algorithm is used (at rest and transit data). However, because it 
does not depend on the primary or secondary key for the system to operate, the encoding improves a one-way 
operation. To maintain and allows their security mechanism using Algorithm and verification, compares the 
previous and the proposed method. 
 

No. of. data OPE in % SE in % TSHDOPPE in % 

200 30 35 39 

400 37 40 44 

600 41 45 50 

800 47 54 61 

1000 58 68 81 
 

Table 1: Analysis of the Security Level. 
 

Table 1 describes the security level for privacy protection, improving the results for comparing the existing and 
proposed methods.  
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Figure 3: Analysis of the Security Performance. 
 

Figure 3 describes the security performance improving the Data at rest and Transit time. The proposed 
Algorithm improved the security performance compared to the existing method. In the proposed method 
Transparent Secure Hashing Data Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption (TSHDOPPE) algorithm is 81% 
better than previous methods. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 2: Analysis of Transmission Delay. 
 

Table 2 shows the Data transmission delay performance based on the exiting and previous algorithms; 
improving the Data transfers is taking a Low time using the Transparent Secure Hashing Data Optimized 
Privacy Protection Encryption (TSHDOPPE) algorithm. 

 
Figure 4: Analysis of Transmission delay. 

No. of. data OPE in sec SE in sec TSHDOPPE in sec 

200 34 29 25 

400 40 37 35 

600 46 43 39 

800 51 49 47 

1000 59 55 52 
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Figure 4 describes the data transfer rate based on the existing and proposed methods. In the proposed method is 
reduces the Transmission delay in 52 sec during the data transmission for 1000 data. 
 

Num.of.Data OPE in % SE in % TSHDOPPE  in % 

200 37 34 29 

400 41 37 33 

600 47 41 36 

800 51 45 40 

1000 60 59 55 
 

Table 3: Data storage Space Optimization 

Table 3 shows the Optimized data storage in the big data based on the encryption algorithms, in the comparison 
of methods are using the data rest and transit from big data computing architecture.  

 

 
 

Figure 5: Data Storage Space Optimization 

Figure 5 describes the detecting the data storage improves based on the existing and proposed comparisons, in 
the proposed Transparent Secure Hashing Data Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption (TSHDOPPE) 
algorithm is addressing 55% of comprising the data storage space for 1000 data in big data optimizing. 

 
Num.of.Data OPE in sec SE in sec TSHDOPPE  in sec 

200 39 35 30 

400 46 40 38 

600 50 47 44 

800 55 51 48 

1000 57 54 50 

 

Table 4: Encryption Time Analysis 

Table 4 shows the encryption time based on the previous and proposed system comparisons; in the Encrypting 
the data within the minimum time taken for proposed method. 
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Figure 6: Encryption Time Analysis 

Figure 6 shows the encryption time for a data security in big data analytics, in the proposed system Transparent 
Secure Hashing Data Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption (TSHDOPPE) algorithm take a 50 sec for 
encryption better the previous methods. 
 

No. of. data OPE in % SE in % TSHDOPPE in % 

200 31 25 22 

400 40 35 30 

600 46 43 35 

800 50 47 43 

1000 55 52 51 

 

Table 5: Optimized Error Rate Analysis 

Table 5 describes the Error rate based the time limitation, compares the previous and proposed system. In the 
time limitations, are data at rest, and data transfers are analyzed in minimum time. 

 

Figure 8: Optimized Error Rate Analysis  
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Figure 8 describes the Error rate analysis the comparison of previous and proposed methods. In the data 
transfers are in Server within minimum time, the proposed method, Transparent Secure Hashing Data 
Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption (TSHDOPPE) algorithm, is 51 % of data transfer and data rest. 

5. Conclusion 
 

Big Data platform provides data platform products and data services and business units using the intrinsic value 
of the data through the integration of all data and comprehensive analysis. Since most Transparent Secure 
Hashing Data Optimized Privacy Protection Encryption (TSHDOPPE) algorithms support the security level of 
the movement and storage of data, since these algorithms, it can occur in many examples of security problems 
from time to time. In the proposed method, TSHDOPPE has analyzed the security level is 81%. The 
Transmission delay is reduced within 52sec, Data storage space optimized in 55% comprising the data for 
storage, Encryption time reduced 50sec in and Error rate is 51 % for 1000 data; there may be some of the most 
important security and privacy issues optimized using Improved Deep Neural Network (IDNN) specificity of 
big data. In the proposed method reduced the leakages and improving the security based on the minimum time. 
Security to ensure of the big data characteristics also proposes solutions to these problems, but it does not 
provide a final solution to this problem. And it points out some directions and technologies that may help solve 
some of the most relevant and challenging big data security and privacy. 
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